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GODZILLA EATS LAS VEGAS

***PART ONE***
FADE UP
It is a Bright and Sunny day as the sequined curtain rises on tinsel town, and the excitement of a new day filled with
the
possibility of The Big Payoff is practically palpable. The band kicks off the show in high gear and all is well as we
suddenly
hear:
CUT TO DESERT
A lone shakuhachi flute ushers the arrival of something really VERY bad.
CUT BACK TO BAND
A relaxed rhumba, showgirls blissfully jiggle.
CUT TO MILITARY COMMAND CENTER
(stock footage)
Morse code signals the confirmation of approaching doom.
CUT BACK TO BAND
The players finish off their third set and head for the bar; outside we hear:
SLOW ZOOM
Oh no, oh no, oh no, it’s:
CLOSE UP
Godzilla! Glorious Godzilla!
VARIOUS QUICK CUTS (stock footage)
Godzilla destroys cars, screaming tourists, etc.
CUT BACK TO BAND
The band, quasi Greek Chorus, calls for Godzilla to Mambo.
GODZILLA, FULL FRAME
Godzilla mambos, casually crushing hysterical Vegans without missing a step.
EXTREME CLOSE UP
A tiny terrier barking bravely, then:
CUT BACK TO GODZILLA
Demolishing everything in his path…not even the doggie escapes.
WIDE PAN
As Godzilla heads down the strip, searching relentlessly for:
CLOSE UP (stock footage)
Frank Sinatra (Stomped!)
CLOSE UP (stock footage)
Wayne Newton (Stamped!)
CLOSE UP (stock footage)
Liberace (Stepped upon!)
VARIOUS CUTS
The Village Gods destroyed, Godzilla continues his carnage until the City of Sin is leveled.
***PART TW O***
FADE UP
A fearless army of Elvises (Elvi) appear in the distance, formation marching through the littered streets.
VARIOUS CLOSE UPS
The Elvi attack, using bombers, missiles, etc.
EXTREME CLOSE UP
One wicked laugh from Godzilla and the Elvi scatter like mice!
QUICK CUT (stock footage)
The Sphinx sits outside The Luxor, looking seductive in a Mae West sort of way.
CLOSE UP
Godzilla takes one look and his eyes pop out of his head.
QUICK CUTS
The Sphinx (Sphinxtress?) seduces the Reptile, who instantly falls in love and begins to:
WIDE SHOT
Tango with her.
SPLIT SCREEN
As they dance, the Elvi slowly regroup and head for the:
QUICK CUT (stock footage)
Pirate ships at Treasure Island.
ACTION SEQUENCE (MONTAGE)
The Elvi approach the dancing monster and launch a ferocious volley of cannonballs directly at him.
QUICK CLOSE UPS
The cannonballs find their mark, and Godzilla:
WIDE SHOT
Falls to the ground, annihilated. The Elvi are triumphant!
CROSSFADE
The lounge is open again, and the city of Las Vegas toasts the victory. The scene climaxes with:
VARIOUS CUTS (stock footage)
People happy, tearful, etc. Stock footage, stock music.
SLOW FADE OUT AND FADE UP
A dark, ominous and VERY familiar sound…
SLOW ZOOM
Godzilla lives! Godzilla lives! Complete terror (possible sequel?).
WIDE SHOT
The Show is over. The End.
FADE TO BLACK

PROGRAM NOTES
THE GUMSUCKERS MARCH: “Gumsucker” is an Australian nickname for
Australians born in Victoria, the home state of the composer. The eucalyptus trees that are
common in Victoria, Australia, are called “gums,” and the young shoots that spring up at
the bottom of the tree trunks are suckers. The term “gumsuckers” has become a nickname
for young native sons of that area, like Grainger. He originally conceived this work for
orchestra, with important parts for piano and mallet percussion. The work is lively,
spirited and exuberant, spiced with bitonal passages that contrast with the jaunty march
tune and the flowing lyric melodies. Grainger himself played the piano part with many
bands.
ESPRIT DE CORPS: Robert Jager was born in Binghamton, New York (1939), and is a
graduate of The University of Michigan. For four years he served in the United States
Navy as the Staff Arranger/ Composer at the Armed Forces School of Music. Jager is now
retired and is professor emeritus at Tennessee Technological University in Cookeville,
Tennessee. Jager's credits comprise over 120 published works for band, orchestra, chorus,
and various chamber combinations. He has received many awards for his compositions,
including being the only threetime winner of the American Bandmasters Association
Ostwald Award.
Based on The Marines' Hymn, Esprit de Corps is a kind of fantasymarch, as well as a
tribute to the United States Marine Band. Full of energy and drama, the composition has
its solemn and lighter moments (for example, the quasiwaltz in the middle of the piece).
The composer intends that this work should display the fervor and virtuosity of the
Marine Band, the group who commissioned this piece, and the musical spirit and integrity
of its conductor, Colonel John R. Bourgeois, conductor of the Marine Band from 1979
1996.
GODZILLA EATS LAS VEGAS: Program note by Eric Whitacre: I wrote the bulk of
the piece while in my first year at Juilliard, and no kidding, I used to act out the script
every morning devouring animal crackers, wreaking havoc all over the breakfast table. The
'script' was originally twice as long, and had an entire subplot devoted to a young

scientist and his love interest. As I started to finish the piece, however, it didn't seem that
funny and that story (along with an extended Elvis tribute) ended up on the cutting room
floor.
The idea that this piece is being played all over the world in such serious concert venues is
the single funniest thing I have ever heard. It has been played on the steps of the Capitol
by the United States Marine Band, by the Scottish National Wind Symphony (they play
in kilts, so help me God), and I have a video of a Japanese audience visibly confused and
shaken by the whole experience. Can you imagine? I'm laughing my head off even as I
write this!
RUSSIAN MARCH: The spirit of this piece is best described by the following passage in
"Message to Siberia" (1827) by the great Russian author Aleksandr Sergeyevich Pushkin:
"The heavy hanging chains shall fall,
The walls shall crumble at the word,
And freedom greet you with the light,
And brothers give you back the sword."
This piece was especially composed for the MIT concert band by our own percussionist

thematic material from the previous movements.
Incantation and Dance: John Barnes Chance was born in Beaumont, Texas. He began
studying composition at the age of fifteen and had several performances of his works
while he was still a high school student.
Incantation and Dance is the first composition for band by John Barnes Chance. It was
composed for the Greensboro Senior High Band and Director Herbert Hazelman and was
premiered on Wednesday, November 16, 1960. The original title for the work was
Nocturne and Dance, but when Chance later revised the composition he not only deleted
thirtyone bars, but also changed the name to its current title. The "Incantation" section of
the work formally serves as an introduction and presents a thirteenmeasure theme from
which all other melodic material is derived. The "Dance" section begins quietly with the
building of a complex and driving rhythmic pattern in the percussion. As the rest of the
band enters, the music becomes more and more frenzied, continuing its wild dance with
complete abandon up to the final measure. Incantation and Dance is 235 measures in
length and approximately seven and onehalf minutes in duration.

Pedram Hekmati.

Incantation is defined as "words chanted in magic spells or rites." Composers have often

“Symphony No. 6 for Band, op. 69": Vincent Persichetti was born in Philadelphia in

been drawn to create musical renditions of supernatural or magical happenings. Chance's
work for band virtually takes the listener into another time period for a chanting ritual or

1915. He was a gifted pianist, an imaginative editor, and an informed critic.
Symphony for Band is one of many works for band composed by Persichetti. The piece was
composed in the winter of 195556 on commission from the Washington University
Chamber Band, which played the premiere performance on April 16, 1956 in St. Louis,
Missouri. The piece was originally intended to be a sixminute work in the style of his
Psalm for Band. In the course of the composition, Persichetti's sixminute work developed
into a fourmovement symphony.
The four movements are a reflection of 18thcentury technique, including order and style
of each movement. The first movement is in sonata allegro form, the opening Adagio
contains essential motivic material used throughout the movement. A hymn taken from
Persichetti's Hymns and Responses for the Church Year, "Round Me Falls the Night", is
the basis for the second movement. The third movement assumes the role of the dance
movement and is in ABC form. The finale is a breathtaking free rondo and draws

mystic celebration. From the misterioso opening of the "Incantation" to the wild presto of
the "Dance," this composition creates a visual and aural image of a magical ceremony.
Rhythm is perhaps the most important element of the work and presents the greatest
technical challenge. The sixteenthnote runs and the hemiola feel in the dance theme
provide a special challenge. Conductors must concern themselves throughout with proper
attacks, releases, and articulations. Precision will significantly impact the final product.
Because of the extremely loud dynamic levels, brasses will need to work on pitch and tone
control. Range is also a concern as both the brass and woodwind parts have wide
tessitura. The percussion is scored in six parts and requires the use of bass drum, gong,
maracas, claves, gourd, temple blocks, timbales, timpani, whip, cymbals, tambourine, and
bongos.

